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 Automated map production through ArcGIS 
manipulates attributes via SQL queries 

 Many data have basic attributes 

 Various automatable geoprocessing routines can 
derive new attributes from inter-feature or inter-layer 
calculations 

 New attribute fields 

 

 Means: Python script tools 







 Attribute enrichment: 
 Summit prominence 

 Airport classification 

 Airport importance 

 Road classification & label editing 

 Generalization: 
 Point selection/elimination through scale 

 Roadway selection/elimination (network thinning) 

 Raster land cover treatments 

 





 Use prominence (i.e., 
local elevation) as 
criteria for summit 
selection/elimination 
through scale. 

 Inputs: DEM, GNIS 
summit points.  



 Use DEM to generate contours, polygonize these. 

 



 For each GNIS 
summit, use spatial 
joins to determine all 
contour polygons a 
GNIS point intersects. 

 

 Deterimine 
prominence using 
method of Chaudhry 
& Mackaness†. 

† Chaudhry, O. Z., & Mackaness, W. A. (2008). 
Creating Mountains out of Mole Hills: Automatic 
Identification of Hills and Ranges Using 
Morphometric Analysis. Transactions in GIS, 12(5), 
567-589. 



 



 



 Use FAA codes and airport types (airport, heliport, sea 
plane base etc.) as criteria for airport 
selection/elimination through scale. Plot GNIS 
airports. 

 Inputs: GNIS airports, FAA airports. 

 



 Since x,y coordinates don’t match perfectly, use proximity to associate 
FAA attributes to GNIS airport points (i.e., spatial join, one-to-one, 
5km maximum search radiius). 

 - Flawed. Code matching airports on both proximity and name matching 
(i.e., “regular expressions”) would be superior, possible future work. 





 Derive three classes of airports (major public, minor public, private) 
from FAA airport codes 



 Use annual number of operations (an FAA data 
variable) as criteria for aiport selection/elimination 
through scale. Plot GNIS airports. 

 Inputs: GNIS airports, FAA airports 

 



 Sum operations classes into new total operations field 



 Use comparisons between roadway names and 
numbers (e.g., Interstate, State Hwy, etc.) to decide 
whether road labeled by name or a shield. Also decide 
size of shield if more than one number. 

 Input: TeleAtlas roads. 



 Textual name vs. numbers definition 





 (Bkgd – land cover)  500K 





 For summits and airports, use 
rectangles of size proportional 
to scale to tessellate map. 

 Chose summit of highest 
prominence, or airport of 
highest operations, in each 
rectangle. 

 Flag selection/elimination for 
each scale in a new attribute 
field. 

 Progress by ladder. 





 





1:250,000 



 Using “Thin Road Network” ArcGIS tool, which flags 
each roadway for visibility/invisibility after simulating 
its traffic load in the full road network with a given 
travel itinerary length. 

 Automate the laddering of this procedure, as well as 
attribute field addition (tool assumes pre-existing 
fields) 





 (Bkgd – land cover)  750K 

24K design at 750K 



 NLCD cells are generalized (classes reduced) and 
enhanced (resolution increased) for 1:24,000 

 Generalized, painterly representation 

 

 Note: speed *much* improved (now ~15 min/quad) 
using: 
 “in_memory” ArcGIS RAM workspace, instead of 

writing interim files to disk (best)  .. Or 

 Writing to local disk, instead of network drive (2nd best) 

 



1:24,000 

 

 

Raw 30m Pixels Processed 



Hermitage, MO 

1:24,000 



St. Louis, MO 

1:24,000 



Memphis, TX 

1:24,000 



 Reclassify land cover into 5 classes (Ag, Grass, Barren, 
Impervious, Canopy, plus water and “canvass”) 

 Resample to coarser resolutions for each NLCD 
product (NLCD, % impervious, % canopy); mosaic 
products 

 

 Very fast processing, whole subbasins. 

 

 



 



 



 



1:120,000 | 30 m pixels 1:630,000 | 157.5 m pixels 
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